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this book is not about the conspiracy that is now going on where
some say a palace coup is in the works where the current
president of the united states will be removed from power pirates
in penzance queen elizabeth s half sister and secret agent ursula
blanchard takes on a dangerous new mission involving mysterious
disappearances and murder in cornwall in this gripping tudor
mystery 1594 ursula stannard is attending on her half sister
queen elizabeth when she receives an urgent summons from sir
robert cecil cornishman master roskilly was fished out of the sea
by sir francis godolphin and has a shocking tale of being snatched
by pirates and put on a slave vessel to constantinople before his
audacious escape and he s not the only one folk in cornwall are
mysteriously disappearing but why are only exceptional or
unusual individuals being kidnapped and could there be a link to
two recent murders with the queen s annual progress stalled
ursula agrees to go undercover to unmask those responsible
knowing that queen elizabeth would be the most prized captive of
all take care of russia boris yeltsin said as he departed his
presidency in august 1999 these words were directed at current
russian president vladimir putin yeltsin specifically picked putin as
his predecessor to prevent the takeover of russia so who was
yeltsin warning against newly declassified documents from the
clinton administration prove that there was a plot to rig the
russian election of 2000 these never before seen documents
confirm numerous attempts to implement pro western policies
using the russian oligarchy headed by boris berezovsky on the
other side were the communists who desired a return to the glory
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days of the soviet union as one of the largest international hedge
fund managers author martin armstrong found himself in the
middle of perhaps the greatest espionage or attempt at a regime
change for russia in modern history the plot to seize russia pulls
back the curtain to expose the most extraordinary attempt to
seize power in modern history but with the pen rather than armies
these declassified documents reveal a plot that has altered our
thinking about the relations between the united states and russia
the thirst for power comes seething through every line of these
papers that alter our perception of reality change the course of
history and now threaten us with world war iii in late 2017 and
early 2018 south africa and zimbabwe both experienced rapid and
unexpected political transitions in zimbabwe robert mugabe the
only leader the country had ever known was replaced in a soft
coup by his erstwhile vice president emmerson mnangagwa over
a twelve day period in february 2018 south african president
jacob zuma was prematurely forced from office by his former
deputy president cyril ramaphosa the widespread popular
rejoicing that accompanied their arrival compounded the shock of
these sudden transitions new leaders new dawns explores these
political transitions and the way they were received contributors
consider how the former liberation heroes mugabe and zuma
could have fallen so low the underlying reasons for their ouster
what happened to their liberation movements turned ruling
parties and perhaps most importantly what the rise to power of
ramaphosa and mnangagwa foreshadowed bringing together
fourteen leading international scholars of southern africa and
adopting a political economy framework this volume argues that
the changes in leadership are welcome but insufficient while the
time had come for zuma and mugabe to go there is little in the
personal histories or early policy actions of ramaphosa and
mnangagwa that suggests they will be capable of addressing the
profound social economic and political problems both countries
face new leaders new dawns reveals that despite what these new
leaders may have promised a new dawn has not yet arrived in
southern africa this volume attempts to critically analyze chaim
kaufman s ideas from various methodological perspectives with
the view of further understanding how stable states may arise
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after violent ethnic conflict and to generate important debate in
the area after the cold war the west became optimistic of their
ability to intervene effectively in instances of humanitarian
disasters and civil war unfortunately in the light of bosnia somalia
and rwanda questions of the appropriate course of action in
situations of large scale violence became hotly contested a wave
of analysis considered the traditional approach of third parties
attempting to ensure that the nation was built on the basis of a
ruling power share between the opposing sides of the conflict to
be overwhelmingly problematic and perhaps impossible within
this movement kaufman wrote a series of articles advocating
separation of warring sides in order to provide stability in
situations of large scale violence his theorem provoked extreme
responses and polarized opinion contradicting the established
position of promoting power sharing democracy and open
economies to solve ethnic conflict and had policy implications for
the entire international community this book was previously
published as a special issue of security studies criminal procedure
theory and practice 3rd edition presents a broad overview of
criminal procedure as well as a detailed analysis of specific areas
of the law that require specialized consideration the third edition
provides students with an updated comprehensive text written in
reader friendly language to introduce them to the field of criminal
procedure significant edited legal cases are integrated into each
chapter and comments notes and questions accompany each
case this edition features a new chapter covering searches of
internet connected devices and electronic devices that may store
personally connected data the chapter the internet of things
introduces search and seizure concepts related to electronics in
addition a section at the conclusion of each chapter how would
you decide allows readers to examine the facts of a real case that
contain some of the important concepts form each chapter the
reader can compare the individual s personal resolution of the
case with the way the actual court determined the issue using a
balanced text case format the author provides an overview of
general criminal procedure as well as guidance for law
enforcement actions that honor constitutional protections and
comport with the rule of law instructor support material prepared
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by the author is available on our website including lecture slides
and instructor s manual with test bank as well as online updates
on new case law in the area of criminal procedure this textbook is
ideal for all criminal justice programs in both four year and two
year schools especially those preparing future police officers as
well as a reference for law students and attorneys digicat
publishing presents to you this special edition of the patrol of the
sun dance trail by ralph connor digicat publishing considers every
written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has
been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat
hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature the earth our
home is in crisis there are two sides to this crisis our global
economy and its effect on the ecology of our home planet despite
conventional thinking that typical monetary and fiscal
manipulations will put us back on the path of economic growth
the reality is not that simple meanwhile the natural environment
is sending unmist winner library of virginia literary award for
nonfiction winner eugene feit award in civil war studies new york
military affairs symposium winner of the dan and marilyn laney
prize of the austin civil war round table finalist jefferson davis
award of the museum of the confederacy best books of 2014 civil
war monitor 6 civil war books to read now diane rehm show npr
lee s surrender to grant at appomattox court house evokes a
highly gratifying image in the popular mind it was many believe a
moment that transcended politics a moment of healing a moment
of patriotism untainted by ideology but as elizabeth varon reveals
in this vividly narrated history this rosy image conceals a seething
debate over precisely what the surrender meant and what kind of
nation would emerge from war the combatants in that debate
included the iconic lee and grant but they also included a cast of
characters previously overlooked who brought their own
understanding of the war s causes consequences and meaning in
appomattox varon deftly captures the events swirling around that
well remembered but not well understood moment when the civil
war ended she expertly depicts the final battles in virginia when
grant s troops surrounded lee s half starved army the meeting of
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the generals at the mclean house and the shocked reaction as
news of the surrender spread like an electric charge throughout
the nation but as varon shows the ink had hardly dried before
both sides launched a bitter debate over the meaning of the war
and the nation s future for grant and for most in the north the
union victory was one of right over wrong a vindication of free
society for many african americans the surrender marked the
dawn of freedom itself lee in contrast believed that the union
victory was one of might over right the vast impersonal northern
war machine had worn down a valorous and unbowed south lee
was committed to peace but committed too to the restoration of
the south s political power within the union and the perpetuation
of white supremacy these two competing visions of the war s end
paved the way not only for southern resistance to reconstruction
but also our ongoing debates on the civil war 150 years later did
america s best days lie in the past or in the future for lee it was
the past the era of the founding generation for grant it was the
future represented by northern moral and material progress they
held in the end two opposite views of the direction of the country
and of the meaning of the war that had changed that country
forever a super swift train with 1500 passengers and 250 staff
running at a mind blowing speed of 1200 kmph which can neither
be stopped nor slowed is seized for a ransom of a trillion dollars
when a strong negative force like terrorism is at large god always
creates an equal or superior positive force join this positive
journey against terrorism and you ll be guaranteed with a stream
of solutions for global emancipation peace and prosperity this
fully revised and updated edition of international investment law
remains a complete and concise guide to the law of international
investment protection and continues to approach the subject with
an easy to follow broad and balanced text new to this edition
updates to include numerous new cases completely reworked
sections on standards of treatment new q a section to capture
practitioner views key features balance of cases and explanatory
comment familiarises students with reading opinions and enables
them to grasp the core concepts at stake concise suitable for one
semester course for non specialists or as a first text for students
who will take further specialised courses in the area excerpts from
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the most influential arbitration decisions outline differing
interpretations and ensure students don t learn in a theoretical
vacuum questions throughout encourage readers to come to their
own opinions from early human civilisation to today this book
illuminates the history of southern africa interweaving social
cultural and political history archaeology anthropology and
environmentalism neil parsons and alois mlambo provide an
engaging account of the region s varied past placing african
voices and agency at centre stage rather than approaching the
subject through a colonial lens a history of southern africa
provides an engrossing narrative of the region this textbook is
ideal for both undergraduate and postgraduate students of history
and african studies and will provide an essential grounding for
those taking courses in the history of southern africa its lively and
accessible approach will appeal to anyone with an interest in
global history custer confronts his destiny at little big horn and his
legend lives on through his cheyenne son never one to proceed
cautiously when an impetuous move could win him glory custer
marched his famed seventh calvary against the sioux in june
1876 he was thirty six already a mythic hero to some with the
possibility of a presidential nomination looming in his future while
to others he was an arrogant and dangerous fool misguided in his
determination to subjugate the plains tribes what should have
been his greatest triumph became an utterly devastating defeat
that would ring through the ages and serve as a turning point in
the indian wars the house is on fire the next novel in the typhon
pact adventure in the universe of star trek the next generation
shortly after revealing its union with the federation s newest
adversary a coalition of galactic powers known as the typhon pact
the gorn hegemony suffers an ecological disaster that destroys
the hatchery world of their critically important warrior caste
fortunately the gorn had already been investigating traces of an
ancient but powerful quick terraforming technology left behind by
a long vanished civilization this technology should it prove
controllable promises to restore their delicate biological and social
status quo but when a gorn soldier prepares to use the
technology to reshape the planet hranrar into a new warrior caste
spawning ground threatening to extinguish the native hranrarii he
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draws the unwanted attention of a mad gorn trooper determined
to bring the military caste into dominance meanwhile as the u s s
titan embarks upon a search for this potent technology in the
hope of using it to heal the wounds the federation sustained
during the recent borg crisis captain riker must balance his
responsibility for his crew s safety against the welfare of the
hranrarii and his duty to the prime directive with a menacing
typhon pact fleet nipping at his heels riker must not only stop the
gorn warriors but also plumb the secrets of an ancient
terraforming artifact but of everyone serving aboard titan
commander tuvok may be the only one who understands how
dangerous such planet altering technology can be even when
used with the best of intentions based on ethnographic research
that author kisliuk conducted from 1986 through 1995 this book
describes baaka songs drum rhythms and dance movements and
their immediate interactive contexts in an elegantly written
narrative illustrated with many photographs musical illustrations
and field recordings on two cds key theoretical issues addressed
include socioaesthetics and the politics of identity gender
relations colonialism and missionization six years ago two
ordinary people that s us set off on an affordable adventure that
has enhanced our lives beyond expectation in fact as we
approach our mid sixties we exclaim this period to be the most
exciting of all perhaps a fascinating aspect of the concept is that
it s available to many people need only identify their desire from
life and then pursue it seize it we found our passion it follows that
we understand our purpose we embarked on this ongoing journey
by giving up our physical home and storing our movable
possessions and took to living on the road as we travel in many
parts of the world in search of exciting and challenging hikes as
we struggle and sweat up and down the mountain slopes the
loving relationship we enjoy is further bonded while we face the
risks and pleasures on display in this endlessly beautiful planet
we don t limit ourselves to a fixed abode rather we try to inhabit
the world albeit tiny bits years before we developed a fascination
for hiking particularly to mountain peaks however it could be any
activity as an ancillary benefit we discovered the enthrallment of
meeting interesting people and being enveloped in different
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cultures and customs a truly broadening experience the natural
beauty existing in the world is beyond belief and seems infinite
especially as no scene ever repeats itself the taste of freedom as
we became liberated from the daily grind of city life and material
possessions is something we never envisioned we always
believed we were free perhaps above it all a process of discovery
and self growth has stimulated more meaning and understanding
within our lives we also realize the foregoing is but the beginning
as we race against the inevitable diminishing of time and good
health that stalks us all the book provides visuals in the form of a
limited selection of photographs attesting to our adventures the
text discusses some personal philosophy anecdotes and
experiences of living on the road and in the wilds including
incidents and humorous occurrences that make for a full and
rounded life the story of american popular music is steeped in
social history race gender and class its evolution driven by
ephemeral connection to young audiences from benny goodman
to sinatra to elvis presley to the beatles pop icons age out of the
art form while new musical styles pass from relevance to
nostalgia within a few years at the same time perennial forms like
blues jazz and folk are continually rediscovered by new audiences
this book traces the development of american music from its
african roots to the juke joint club and concert hall revealing a
culture perpetually reinventing itself to suit the next generation
an illegal immigrant resident alien becomes a national military
hero in wwii awarded the medal of honor and uses his new found
fame to become a civil rights hero he inspires his entire
generation of mexican americans to straighten their backs lift
their heads and see new possibilities they were emboldened to
pursue achievements were attained that have been dismissed by
the black white paradigm hence comparative analysis between
mexican american and african american civil rights history has
been explored and conclusions presented his military and civil
rights legacy is relevant to today s hottest issue immigration
reform with v 26 is bound a general digest of criminal cases
reported in the weekly reporter by d e cranenburgh calcutta 1893
winner of the pen john kenneth galbraith award for nonfiction a
dozen years in the making the inheritors weaves together the
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stories of three ordinary south africans over five tumultuous
decades in a sweeping and exquisite look at what really happens
when a country resolves to end white supremacy dipuo grew up
on the south side of a mine dump that segregated johannesburg s
black townships from the white only city some nights she hiked to
the top to a south african teenager in the 1980s even an anti
apartheid activist like dipuo the divide that separated her from
the glittering lights on the other side appeared eternal but in
1994 the world s last explicit racial segregationist regime
collapsed to make way for something unprecedented with
penetrating psychological insight intimate reporting and
bewitching prose the inheritors tells the story of a country in the
throes of a great reckoning through the lives of dipuo her
daughter malaika and christo one of the last white south africans
drafted to fight for the apartheid regime award winning journalist
eve fairbanks probes what happens when people once locked into
certain kinds of power relations find their status shifting observing
subtle truths about race and power that extend well beyond
national borders she explores questions that preoccupy so many
of us today how can we let go of our pasts as individuals and as
countries how should historical debts be paid and how can a
person live an honorable life in a society that for better or worse
they no longer recognize includes appendix list of lynching victims
in texas 1866 1942 data table includes date name race gender
city county alleged crime mode of death size of mob regional bird
field guides are few and far between in south australia and chris
baxter s photographic guide to the birds of kangaroo island is the
stand out in this genre this comprehensive account covers all 267
bird species recorded on the island or offshore over the seas it
builds on the annotated list produced by the same author in 1989
and revised in 1995 the photographs provided by some of
australia s most highly regarded photographers beautifully
illustrate the detailed descriptions of the birds their habits
habitats breeding status abundance and distribution on the island
in addition there are recommendations on where to look for each
species with cautions about not getting too close to endangered
birds and their nests chris baxter has called on a lifetime of bird
watching on kangaroo island and observations from visitors and
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residents to present an attractive field guide that is a must for all
birdwatchers from casual observers to serious ornithologists
editors birnbaum writer and taylor history florida international u
have gathered an impressive array of documentary materials
from a variety of sources including excerpts from books and
articles and recent newspaper articles their material divided into
the broad categories of slavery reconstruction segregation the
second reconstruction backlash redux and towards a third
reconstruction traces the ongoing black struggle for civil rights
from the arrival of the first africans to america today each major
section begins with a brief introduction by the editors annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or the novel libertalia is a
steampunk pirate fantasy fiction with historical elements an
extensive in depth study of pyracy shows the quintessential
nature of being human and reveals at its core a well faceted most
fluent all encompassing un compromised view of world history as
untainted by any one cultural belief value dogma and design as
none other all pirate myths legends and folklore romantic or
realistic lead but one direction in a search for freedom and
equality the pirate s code of a democratic socialst utopia based
on egalitarian collectivist agrarian ideals are more than a place
but a mind set on a quest for libertalia join black captain randy
and crew on ship leviathan as they set out in search of el dorado
find atlantis drink from the fountain of youth and create their own
pirate utopia libertalia this edition is complete with 24 full color
digital image plates in doing so she challenges traditional views of
southern politics as dominated by elites and marked by passivity
among southern workers brattain uncovers considerable white
working class political influence and activism for decades starting
in the 1930s which by re creating and defending southern
institutions grounded in the idea of racial difference helped pave
the way for resistance to the civil rights movement sometimes life
isn t going the way we want it to because we re simply not asking
the right questions our focus is on our circumstances or our
problems we re asking why me when we should be asking what
next with his signature infectious positive energy john mason
offers readers looking for direction this simple yet powerful
message of encouragement and hope you can seize today and
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uncover a brighter tomorrow for anyone who feels stuck who
yearns for a change but isn t sure just how to pursue it mason
shows that the most powerful tool we have is asking ourselves the
right questions to get the right answers these bite sized readings
are perfect for busy professionals overworked moms
entrepreneurs and anyone looking for an uplifting boost the first
complete narrative of japan s siberian intervention in either
japanese or english placing the intervention in the context of the
evolution of japanese imperialism and of its domestic politics it
represents a missing link in the larger narrative of japan s quest
for modernity through empire and the ambivalent relationship of
the japanese with their imperial mission of men and monsters
examines the serial killer as an american cultural icon one that
both attracts and repels richard tithecott suggests that the stories
we tell and the images we conjure of serial killers real and
fictional reveal as much about mainstream culture and its values
desires and anxieties as they do about the killers themselves
every four years journalists propel a presidential campaign into
the national consciousness new candidates and issues become
features of the political landscape while familiar rituals are
reshaped by the unpredictability of personalities and events
underlying this apparent process of change however is a
recurrent cycle of political themes and social attitudes a pulse of
politics that locks the process of choosing a president into a
predictable pattern in this bold and brilliant examination of
modern presidential politics james david barber reveals the
dynamics of this cycle and shows how the pattern of drift and
reaction may be broken in this most critical of political choices
barber probes beneath the surface of campaigns to detect a
steady rhythm of major political motifs the theory he advances in
colorful narrative chapters is that three dominant themes conflict
conscience conciliation recur in foreseeable twelve year cycles a
combative campaign truman vs dewey in 1948 is followed four
years later by a moral crusade eisenhower vs stevenson in 1952
which in turn is succeeded by a contest to unify the nation the
eisenhower stevenson rematch in 1956 the pattern is then
renewed the fierce combat between kennedy and nixon in 1960
was followed in 1964 by the contest of principle between johnson
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and goldwater in 1968 richard nixon defeated hubert humphrey
by promising to bring the nation together monitoring shifting
national political moods is a new elite the journalists barber
makes the case that the party system increasingly clumsy and
inflexible can no longer pick up the beat of politics instead it is
through newspapers magazines and television that the main
themes of a campaign are sounded created and destroyed this
new edition of the pulse of politics provides a timely guide to the
themes of the 1992 presidential campaign and to future elections
it will be of special interest to political scientists historians media
analysts and journalists a rivalry between two u s cavalry officers
results in capt kern shafter being court martialed for striking a
fellow officer lt edward garnett with a saber shafter claimed to be
defending the honor of his fiancée the court martial found shafter
guilty as charged and was dismissed from the us army it is the
contention of the author that the major events of the past the
wars the depressions and the revolutions have been planned
years in advance by an international conspiracy page 4 of cover
reprint of the original first published in 1867



The Plot to Seize the White House
2018-10-29

this book is not about the conspiracy that is now going on where
some say a palace coup is in the works where the current
president of the united states will be removed from power

To Seize a Queen
2024-05-07

pirates in penzance queen elizabeth s half sister and secret agent
ursula blanchard takes on a dangerous new mission involving
mysterious disappearances and murder in cornwall in this
gripping tudor mystery 1594 ursula stannard is attending on her
half sister queen elizabeth when she receives an urgent summons
from sir robert cecil cornishman master roskilly was fished out of
the sea by sir francis godolphin and has a shocking tale of being
snatched by pirates and put on a slave vessel to constantinople
before his audacious escape and he s not the only one folk in
cornwall are mysteriously disappearing but why are only
exceptional or unusual individuals being kidnapped and could
there be a link to two recent murders with the queen s annual
progress stalled ursula agrees to go undercover to unmask those
responsible knowing that queen elizabeth would be the most
prized captive of all

The Plot to Seize Russia
2023-06-23

take care of russia boris yeltsin said as he departed his
presidency in august 1999 these words were directed at current
russian president vladimir putin yeltsin specifically picked putin as
his predecessor to prevent the takeover of russia so who was
yeltsin warning against newly declassified documents from the



clinton administration prove that there was a plot to rig the
russian election of 2000 these never before seen documents
confirm numerous attempts to implement pro western policies
using the russian oligarchy headed by boris berezovsky on the
other side were the communists who desired a return to the glory
days of the soviet union as one of the largest international hedge
fund managers author martin armstrong found himself in the
middle of perhaps the greatest espionage or attempt at a regime
change for russia in modern history the plot to seize russia pulls
back the curtain to expose the most extraordinary attempt to
seize power in modern history but with the pen rather than armies
these declassified documents reveal a plot that has altered our
thinking about the relations between the united states and russia
the thirst for power comes seething through every line of these
papers that alter our perception of reality change the course of
history and now threaten us with world war iii

New Leaders, New Dawns?
2022-06-17

in late 2017 and early 2018 south africa and zimbabwe both
experienced rapid and unexpected political transitions in
zimbabwe robert mugabe the only leader the country had ever
known was replaced in a soft coup by his erstwhile vice president
emmerson mnangagwa over a twelve day period in february 2018
south african president jacob zuma was prematurely forced from
office by his former deputy president cyril ramaphosa the
widespread popular rejoicing that accompanied their arrival
compounded the shock of these sudden transitions new leaders
new dawns explores these political transitions and the way they
were received contributors consider how the former liberation
heroes mugabe and zuma could have fallen so low the underlying
reasons for their ouster what happened to their liberation
movements turned ruling parties and perhaps most importantly
what the rise to power of ramaphosa and mnangagwa
foreshadowed bringing together fourteen leading international



scholars of southern africa and adopting a political economy
framework this volume argues that the changes in leadership are
welcome but insufficient while the time had come for zuma and
mugabe to go there is little in the personal histories or early
policy actions of ramaphosa and mnangagwa that suggests they
will be capable of addressing the profound social economic and
political problems both countries face new leaders new dawns
reveals that despite what these new leaders may have promised
a new dawn has not yet arrived in southern africa

Living Together After Ethnic Killing
2013-10-23

this volume attempts to critically analyze chaim kaufman s ideas
from various methodological perspectives with the view of further
understanding how stable states may arise after violent ethnic
conflict and to generate important debate in the area after the
cold war the west became optimistic of their ability to intervene
effectively in instances of humanitarian disasters and civil war
unfortunately in the light of bosnia somalia and rwanda questions
of the appropriate course of action in situations of large scale
violence became hotly contested a wave of analysis considered
the traditional approach of third parties attempting to ensure that
the nation was built on the basis of a ruling power share between
the opposing sides of the conflict to be overwhelmingly
problematic and perhaps impossible within this movement
kaufman wrote a series of articles advocating separation of
warring sides in order to provide stability in situations of large
scale violence his theorem provoked extreme responses and
polarized opinion contradicting the established position of
promoting power sharing democracy and open economies to
solve ethnic conflict and had policy implications for the entire
international community this book was previously published as a
special issue of security studies



Criminal Procedure
2022-05-22

criminal procedure theory and practice 3rd edition presents a
broad overview of criminal procedure as well as a detailed
analysis of specific areas of the law that require specialized
consideration the third edition provides students with an updated
comprehensive text written in reader friendly language to
introduce them to the field of criminal procedure significant
edited legal cases are integrated into each chapter and
comments notes and questions accompany each case this edition
features a new chapter covering searches of internet connected
devices and electronic devices that may store personally
connected data the chapter the internet of things introduces
search and seizure concepts related to electronics in addition a
section at the conclusion of each chapter how would you decide
allows readers to examine the facts of a real case that contain
some of the important concepts form each chapter the reader can
compare the individual s personal resolution of the case with the
way the actual court determined the issue using a balanced text
case format the author provides an overview of general criminal
procedure as well as guidance for law enforcement actions that
honor constitutional protections and comport with the rule of law
instructor support material prepared by the author is available on
our website including lecture slides and instructor s manual with
test bank as well as online updates on new case law in the area of
criminal procedure this textbook is ideal for all criminal justice
programs in both four year and two year schools especially those
preparing future police officers as well as a reference for law
students and attorneys

The Patrol of the Sun Dance Trail
2022-09-16

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the patrol



of the sun dance trail by ralph connor digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat
book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new
modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment
and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Economics and Ecology
2016-04-19

the earth our home is in crisis there are two sides to this crisis our
global economy and its effect on the ecology of our home planet
despite conventional thinking that typical monetary and fiscal
manipulations will put us back on the path of economic growth
the reality is not that simple meanwhile the natural environment
is sending unmist

Appomattox
2013-09-06

winner library of virginia literary award for nonfiction winner
eugene feit award in civil war studies new york military affairs
symposium winner of the dan and marilyn laney prize of the
austin civil war round table finalist jefferson davis award of the
museum of the confederacy best books of 2014 civil war monitor
6 civil war books to read now diane rehm show npr lee s
surrender to grant at appomattox court house evokes a highly
gratifying image in the popular mind it was many believe a
moment that transcended politics a moment of healing a moment
of patriotism untainted by ideology but as elizabeth varon reveals
in this vividly narrated history this rosy image conceals a seething
debate over precisely what the surrender meant and what kind of
nation would emerge from war the combatants in that debate
included the iconic lee and grant but they also included a cast of
characters previously overlooked who brought their own



understanding of the war s causes consequences and meaning in
appomattox varon deftly captures the events swirling around that
well remembered but not well understood moment when the civil
war ended she expertly depicts the final battles in virginia when
grant s troops surrounded lee s half starved army the meeting of
the generals at the mclean house and the shocked reaction as
news of the surrender spread like an electric charge throughout
the nation but as varon shows the ink had hardly dried before
both sides launched a bitter debate over the meaning of the war
and the nation s future for grant and for most in the north the
union victory was one of right over wrong a vindication of free
society for many african americans the surrender marked the
dawn of freedom itself lee in contrast believed that the union
victory was one of might over right the vast impersonal northern
war machine had worn down a valorous and unbowed south lee
was committed to peace but committed too to the restoration of
the south s political power within the union and the perpetuation
of white supremacy these two competing visions of the war s end
paved the way not only for southern resistance to reconstruction
but also our ongoing debates on the civil war 150 years later did
america s best days lie in the past or in the future for lee it was
the past the era of the founding generation for grant it was the
future represented by northern moral and material progress they
held in the end two opposite views of the direction of the country
and of the meaning of the war that had changed that country
forever

To Seize a Dream
1951

a super swift train with 1500 passengers and 250 staff running at
a mind blowing speed of 1200 kmph which can neither be
stopped nor slowed is seized for a ransom of a trillion dollars
when a strong negative force like terrorism is at large god always
creates an equal or superior positive force join this positive
journey against terrorism and you ll be guaranteed with a stream



of solutions for global emancipation peace and prosperity

9/11- seize-5
2017-08-01

this fully revised and updated edition of international investment
law remains a complete and concise guide to the law of
international investment protection and continues to approach
the subject with an easy to follow broad and balanced text new to
this edition updates to include numerous new cases completely
reworked sections on standards of treatment new q a section to
capture practitioner views key features balance of cases and
explanatory comment familiarises students with reading opinions
and enables them to grasp the core concepts at stake concise
suitable for one semester course for non specialists or as a first
text for students who will take further specialised courses in the
area excerpts from the most influential arbitration decisions
outline differing interpretations and ensure students don t learn in
a theoretical vacuum questions throughout encourage readers to
come to their own opinions

International Investment Law
2016-09-28

from early human civilisation to today this book illuminates the
history of southern africa interweaving social cultural and political
history archaeology anthropology and environmentalism neil
parsons and alois mlambo provide an engaging account of the
region s varied past placing african voices and agency at centre
stage rather than approaching the subject through a colonial lens
a history of southern africa provides an engrossing narrative of
the region this textbook is ideal for both undergraduate and
postgraduate students of history and african studies and will
provide an essential grounding for those taking courses in the
history of southern africa its lively and accessible approach will



appeal to anyone with an interest in global history

The Crown Colonist
1936

custer confronts his destiny at little big horn and his legend lives
on through his cheyenne son never one to proceed cautiously
when an impetuous move could win him glory custer marched his
famed seventh calvary against the sioux in june 1876 he was
thirty six already a mythic hero to some with the possibility of a
presidential nomination looming in his future while to others he
was an arrogant and dangerous fool misguided in his
determination to subjugate the plains tribes what should have
been his greatest triumph became an utterly devastating defeat
that would ring through the ages and serve as a turning point in
the indian wars

A History of Southern Africa
2018-09-08

the house is on fire

FBI Authority to Seize Suspects Abroad
1991

the next novel in the typhon pact adventure in the universe of
star trek the next generation shortly after revealing its union with
the federation s newest adversary a coalition of galactic powers
known as the typhon pact the gorn hegemony suffers an
ecological disaster that destroys the hatchery world of their
critically important warrior caste fortunately the gorn had already
been investigating traces of an ancient but powerful quick
terraforming technology left behind by a long vanished civilization
this technology should it prove controllable promises to restore



their delicate biological and social status quo but when a gorn
soldier prepares to use the technology to reshape the planet
hranrar into a new warrior caste spawning ground threatening to
extinguish the native hranrarii he draws the unwanted attention
of a mad gorn trooper determined to bring the military caste into
dominance meanwhile as the u s s titan embarks upon a search
for this potent technology in the hope of using it to heal the
wounds the federation sustained during the recent borg crisis
captain riker must balance his responsibility for his crew s safety
against the welfare of the hranrarii and his duty to the prime
directive with a menacing typhon pact fleet nipping at his heels
riker must not only stop the gorn warriors but also plumb the
secrets of an ancient terraforming artifact but of everyone serving
aboard titan commander tuvok may be the only one who
understands how dangerous such planet altering technology can
be even when used with the best of intentions

Seize the Sky
2010-07-21

based on ethnographic research that author kisliuk conducted
from 1986 through 1995 this book describes baaka songs drum
rhythms and dance movements and their immediate interactive
contexts in an elegantly written narrative illustrated with many
photographs musical illustrations and field recordings on two cds
key theoretical issues addressed include socioaesthetics and the
politics of identity gender relations colonialism and missionization

When the Wicked Seize a City
2000-11

six years ago two ordinary people that s us set off on an
affordable adventure that has enhanced our lives beyond
expectation in fact as we approach our mid sixties we exclaim this
period to be the most exciting of all perhaps a fascinating aspect



of the concept is that it s available to many people need only
identify their desire from life and then pursue it seize it we found
our passion it follows that we understand our purpose we
embarked on this ongoing journey by giving up our physical home
and storing our movable possessions and took to living on the
road as we travel in many parts of the world in search of exciting
and challenging hikes as we struggle and sweat up and down the
mountain slopes the loving relationship we enjoy is further
bonded while we face the risks and pleasures on display in this
endlessly beautiful planet we don t limit ourselves to a fixed
abode rather we try to inhabit the world albeit tiny bits years
before we developed a fascination for hiking particularly to
mountain peaks however it could be any activity as an ancillary
benefit we discovered the enthrallment of meeting interesting
people and being enveloped in different cultures and customs a
truly broadening experience the natural beauty existing in the
world is beyond belief and seems infinite especially as no scene
ever repeats itself the taste of freedom as we became liberated
from the daily grind of city life and material possessions is
something we never envisioned we always believed we were free
perhaps above it all a process of discovery and self growth has
stimulated more meaning and understanding within our lives we
also realize the foregoing is but the beginning as we race against
the inevitable diminishing of time and good health that stalks us
all the book provides visuals in the form of a limited selection of
photographs attesting to our adventures the text discusses some
personal philosophy anecdotes and experiences of living on the
road and in the wilds including incidents and humorous
occurrences that make for a full and rounded life

Typhon Pact #2: Seize the Fire
2010-11-30

the story of american popular music is steeped in social history
race gender and class its evolution driven by ephemeral
connection to young audiences from benny goodman to sinatra to



elvis presley to the beatles pop icons age out of the art form while
new musical styles pass from relevance to nostalgia within a few
years at the same time perennial forms like blues jazz and folk
are continually rediscovered by new audiences this book traces
the development of american music from its african roots to the
juke joint club and concert hall revealing a culture perpetually
reinventing itself to suit the next generation

Seize the Dance!
2000-12

an illegal immigrant resident alien becomes a national military
hero in wwii awarded the medal of honor and uses his new found
fame to become a civil rights hero he inspires his entire
generation of mexican americans to straighten their backs lift
their heads and see new possibilities they were emboldened to
pursue achievements were attained that have been dismissed by
the black white paradigm hence comparative analysis between
mexican american and african american civil rights history has
been explored and conclusions presented his military and civil
rights legacy is relevant to today s hottest issue immigration
reform

Seize the Time
1991

with v 26 is bound a general digest of criminal cases reported in
the weekly reporter by d e cranenburgh calcutta 1893

A Life Experience As No Other: Dare to
Seize The Day Together
2017-02-13

winner of the pen john kenneth galbraith award for nonfiction a



dozen years in the making the inheritors weaves together the
stories of three ordinary south africans over five tumultuous
decades in a sweeping and exquisite look at what really happens
when a country resolves to end white supremacy dipuo grew up
on the south side of a mine dump that segregated johannesburg s
black townships from the white only city some nights she hiked to
the top to a south african teenager in the 1980s even an anti
apartheid activist like dipuo the divide that separated her from
the glittering lights on the other side appeared eternal but in
1994 the world s last explicit racial segregationist regime
collapsed to make way for something unprecedented with
penetrating psychological insight intimate reporting and
bewitching prose the inheritors tells the story of a country in the
throes of a great reckoning through the lives of dipuo her
daughter malaika and christo one of the last white south africans
drafted to fight for the apartheid regime award winning journalist
eve fairbanks probes what happens when people once locked into
certain kinds of power relations find their status shifting observing
subtle truths about race and power that extend well beyond
national borders she explores questions that preoccupy so many
of us today how can we let go of our pasts as individuals and as
countries how should historical debts be paid and how can a
person live an honorable life in a society that for better or worse
they no longer recognize

Seize the Beat
2022-12-21

includes appendix list of lynching victims in texas 1866 1942 data
table includes date name race gender city county alleged crime
mode of death size of mob

Seize Occupy and Defend
2014-05-22



regional bird field guides are few and far between in south
australia and chris baxter s photographic guide to the birds of
kangaroo island is the stand out in this genre this comprehensive
account covers all 267 bird species recorded on the island or
offshore over the seas it builds on the annotated list produced by
the same author in 1989 and revised in 1995 the photographs
provided by some of australia s most highly regarded
photographers beautifully illustrate the detailed descriptions of
the birds their habits habitats breeding status abundance and
distribution on the island in addition there are recommendations
on where to look for each species with cautions about not getting
too close to endangered birds and their nests chris baxter has
called on a lifetime of bird watching on kangaroo island and
observations from visitors and residents to present an attractive
field guide that is a must for all birdwatchers from casual
observers to serious ornithologists

The Weekly Reporter
1891

editors birnbaum writer and taylor history florida international u
have gathered an impressive array of documentary materials
from a variety of sources including excerpts from books and
articles and recent newspaper articles their material divided into
the broad categories of slavery reconstruction segregation the
second reconstruction backlash redux and towards a third
reconstruction traces the ongoing black struggle for civil rights
from the arrival of the first africans to america today each major
section begins with a brief introduction by the editors annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Companion to Johnson's Dictionary
1876

the novel libertalia is a steampunk pirate fantasy fiction with



historical elements an extensive in depth study of pyracy shows
the quintessential nature of being human and reveals at its core a
well faceted most fluent all encompassing un compromised view
of world history as untainted by any one cultural belief value
dogma and design as none other all pirate myths legends and
folklore romantic or realistic lead but one direction in a search for
freedom and equality the pirate s code of a democratic socialst
utopia based on egalitarian collectivist agrarian ideals are more
than a place but a mind set on a quest for libertalia join black
captain randy and crew on ship leviathan as they set out in search
of el dorado find atlantis drink from the fountain of youth and
create their own pirate utopia libertalia this edition is complete
with 24 full color digital image plates

The Inheritors
2022-07-19

in doing so she challenges traditional views of southern politics as
dominated by elites and marked by passivity among southern
workers brattain uncovers considerable white working class
political influence and activism for decades starting in the 1930s
which by re creating and defending southern institutions
grounded in the idea of racial difference helped pave the way for
resistance to the civil rights movement

Lynching and Leisure
2022-05-02

sometimes life isn t going the way we want it to because we re
simply not asking the right questions our focus is on our
circumstances or our problems we re asking why me when we
should be asking what next with his signature infectious positive
energy john mason offers readers looking for direction this simple
yet powerful message of encouragement and hope you can seize
today and uncover a brighter tomorrow for anyone who feels



stuck who yearns for a change but isn t sure just how to pursue it
mason shows that the most powerful tool we have is asking
ourselves the right questions to get the right answers these bite
sized readings are perfect for busy professionals overworked
moms entrepreneurs and anyone looking for an uplifting boost

Encyclopedia of U.S. Political History
2015-03-01

the first complete narrative of japan s siberian intervention in
either japanese or english placing the intervention in the context
of the evolution of japanese imperialism and of its domestic
politics it represents a missing link in the larger narrative of japan
s quest for modernity through empire and the ambivalent
relationship of the japanese with their imperial mission

Birds of Kangaroo Island
2000-06

of men and monsters examines the serial killer as an american
cultural icon one that both attracts and repels richard tithecott
suggests that the stories we tell and the images we conjure of
serial killers real and fictional reveal as much about mainstream
culture and its values desires and anxieties as they do about the
killers themselves

Civil Rights Since 1787
2017-08-29

every four years journalists propel a presidential campaign into
the national consciousness new candidates and issues become
features of the political landscape while familiar rituals are
reshaped by the unpredictability of personalities and events
underlying this apparent process of change however is a



recurrent cycle of political themes and social attitudes a pulse of
politics that locks the process of choosing a president into a
predictable pattern in this bold and brilliant examination of
modern presidential politics james david barber reveals the
dynamics of this cycle and shows how the pattern of drift and
reaction may be broken in this most critical of political choices
barber probes beneath the surface of campaigns to detect a
steady rhythm of major political motifs the theory he advances in
colorful narrative chapters is that three dominant themes conflict
conscience conciliation recur in foreseeable twelve year cycles a
combative campaign truman vs dewey in 1948 is followed four
years later by a moral crusade eisenhower vs stevenson in 1952
which in turn is succeeded by a contest to unify the nation the
eisenhower stevenson rematch in 1956 the pattern is then
renewed the fierce combat between kennedy and nixon in 1960
was followed in 1964 by the contest of principle between johnson
and goldwater in 1968 richard nixon defeated hubert humphrey
by promising to bring the nation together monitoring shifting
national political moods is a new elite the journalists barber
makes the case that the party system increasingly clumsy and
inflexible can no longer pick up the beat of politics instead it is
through newspapers magazines and television that the main
themes of a campaign are sounded created and destroyed this
new edition of the pulse of politics provides a timely guide to the
themes of the 1992 presidential campaign and to future elections
it will be of special interest to political scientists historians media
analysts and journalists

LIBERTALIA: Seize the Day for
Remember We All Must Die
2001

a rivalry between two u s cavalry officers results in capt kern
shafter being court martialed for striking a fellow officer lt edward
garnett with a saber shafter claimed to be defending the honor of
his fiancée the court martial found shafter guilty as charged and



was dismissed from the us army

The Politics of Whiteness
1889

it is the contention of the author that the major events of the past
the wars the depressions and the revolutions have been planned
years in advance by an international conspiracy page 4 of cover

The Builder
2018-02-20

reprint of the original first published in 1867

Seize Today
2011

Japan's Siberian Intervention,
1918-1922
1997-11-01

Of Men and Monsters
2011-12-31

The Pulse of Politics
2022-11-22



Bugles in the Afternoon
1985

The Unseen Hand
2022-02-17

The Micellaneous Works of Oliver
Goldsmith
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